Dear Ms Lee:

I am concerned about corruption. Three years ago ethics officer Director Shaub resigned in disgust. Yesterdays unanimous scotus bridgegate ruling contained the dispiriting sentence: 'Not every corrupt act ... is a federal crime.' This year the court also opined that they could not enforce your subpoenae against the administration making a mockery of the impeachment trial over corruption and next week they will hear a plan in a case brought by NY to block even state investigations of this administration. Most damningly General Barr yesterday dropped the prosecution of the president’s co-conspirator Mr Flynn after winning guilty pleas and justified the move by noting that history is written by the winners. Together these give the impression echoed by President Obama that corruption in US politics is not just rampant but official policy. It is imperative that these officials not win.

Please assure me that you will impeach General Barr.

I am very proud to be a US resident and a large part of that derives from the rule of law.

Sincerely,

Eric Babson